Introduction
In the paper [2] the notion of (fl,k)-system and (a,k)-process is introduced and also some properties of (ffl,k)-processes are examined. How we recall the basic definitions from this paper.
Let k be an arbitrary positive number, fl -a real function defined on the interval <0;k> and having a bounded variation on this interval. We assume that (1) 3 Var fl(s) <1. t*e(0{k> < kt *» k > Let (C^.^j) be the set of all real continuous functions, having as a common domain <0jk> (<0;+eo) respectively). Moreover, let t^Q.j^ be the set of all functions f e satisfying the condition k (2) j f(s)da(s) = f(k).
0
The integral on the left-hand side of the above condition (and also other integrals in this paper) is understood as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral. Definition. By an (Q,k)-system we mean an operator -767 -M !C <0;k>-^ ^ <0; +00) rJ such that for an arbitrary function f e C^q.j^ the following conditions are satisfied: (3) W|<0;k> = f and k (4) (Mf)(t+k) = J (Mf)(t+s)dft(s), (t ^ 0).
As it is known ( [2] ), the operator M is well-defined. Any function belonging to the range of an (&,k)-system is said to be an (i2,k)-process.
Let x be an (ffi,k)-process. We can write the equation
For each t > 0 the function x| /+ . + lt ,v is said to be 0 l< t o' t o +ic > a state of the (Q,k)-system. In particular, the state ^I^q.^ is called the initial state of (Q,k)-system. Let Q be a set of functions f : <0;k> R such that 1) f is a non-decreasing function on the interval <0;k> 2) there exists a point c 6 (0;k) such that f{0) < f(c)
3) there exists a point t* e (0;k) such that f(k)-f(t*) <1. Lemma 1. If $eQ then there exists exactly one real number A such that (6) | e A(sk} d*(s) = 1.
-768 -
roof.
The function h(A) = J e A(s " k^d $(s) is con-_ 0 ti/ .ous and decreasing on E.
Moreover, lim h(A) = +00 and, A-» -00 b? condition 3), h(A) <1 for large positive A.
Note that
Denote w = / dt(s). If A is a real 0 solution of the equation (6), then Denote y(t) = e x(t) and M = max |y(t)|.
<0;k>
Hence we have to show that |y(t)|£M for every t > k. Suppose that this is not true. Then there exists t^ > k such that |x(t^)J > M. Denoting by z the lower bound of the set of all t 2 0 such that |x(t)|> jx( t^ )| we have |x(r)| = |x(t.|}|* Hence we have % > k and |x(t)| < |x(t)| for t < x .
Since
•a. All (fl,k)-processes tend to zero, when t-»oo . The rapidity of this convergence is at least 0(e ). Moreover, for (7) we have
-771 - For an arbitrary T£0 the equality
Prom the equality (13) we have Moreover, if we assume that A is an increasing function on <0;k> , then the function u changes its sign in each interval having length k provided that it is not identically zero.
-774 - In particular case, if tt is a function of jumps ((ft,k)-process after reduction to the set of natural numbers is (a ,k)-computation), then the properties of (£i,k)-processes presented in this paper are known (cf.
[l] , bJ).
